The capacity of human subjects to process directional information provided at two skin sites.
The ability of human subjects to discriminate direction of tactile stimulus motion on the dorsum of the hand was determined (1) in the absence and (2) in the presence of a moving stimulus delivered to a second skin site on the ipsilateral or contralateral forelimb. When the two skin sites were simultaneously contacted by stimuli moving in the same direction, directional sensitivity was typically below that predicted for a hypothetical subject who could independently process the information provided at each of the two skin sites. Even when the stimulus delivered to a second site was deliberately ignored, it could still alter a subject's perception of stimulus direction on the dorsal hand. Moreover, its influence was greatest whenever it moved in a direction opposite to that of the attended stimulus. Whenever the two moving stimuli were delivered nonsimultaneously to two skin sites, directional sensitivity rarely matched the levels predicted for a hypothetical subject who could independently process the information provided at each site. This, in part, resulted from the subjects' utilization of "long-range" cues provided by the temporal order of stimulation. Subjects frequently failed to distinguish these cues from the sensation of stimulus direction provided at each skin site.